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INTUITm STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING STATISTICS 

Manfred G. Berovcnik 
Deparrmmf of Mathemrrtics, Universip of KIngenj&r;a 

&er?8eckrircj%# 17, A-3020 ICT~f~e~~j%trt~ A urtrin 

Sracisticaf inference is a mcd~odoiogy which allnws one ro generafizc 
findings from data. Thereby data can rdare ro n snlall subsec, a satltple of 
a bigger poptrlation; a s  they can relate ro a tiara generating prowss \vllich 
has been observed far a specific period of rime. In both cases i t  i s  
probability n~odols and the co t~~epc  OF random sample which gunmrltecs 
that: thc genetalization cart be clone wirh sotnc accuracy and with some 
degree of uncerraincy. 'Khis is why srariscical inFerencc has been entirely 
hnsed on probability theory, alsn in ccaching - at lrast in Frattcc aird in  
German speaking cotlt~rries, However, prvbabilicy is t na r l~cm~r ica f l~  
otienred, difficulr, and ir takes n iang time to Icarrk. 

Simpl~jryi~zg pvobabifiiy dfscory. ?'he increasing dernand for skifls to 
apply statisrics required ri.ris prabir~n to he addressed. Tftus in rhe early 
1380s there was an endeavour to sinlp1iFy access to inference. i)  By 
~ i n ~ ~ l i f y i t r g  probabiiizy ttxeorerns cltrotrglz sinlutation, e.g. Warkills (1  38 f 1 
or *l'ravers f f 98 I ). Probabitity i s  not developed as a rnati~en~acical theory 
for the student; instead those rclarions needed for inference arc rnotivnrcd 
by si~t~ularing the underlying acsurnptions. This enables a direct approsch 
from dcscripcive sraristics ro inference. ii) By reducing probabiliry rhenry 
to sarnpies from a thite popufatioti, the not~paranaerric approach lion? 
Nuether (197.3). Prnbabifity is not developed as a theory for the sturtent. 
The given data are muleiplied by systematic permuntians ro rhe 
population. The inference then is hzlsed on whether the vdue of  the resr 
scaristie for rhe given dara is among the extreme vafues ot-rhis sracistic for 
d.lt rhe: possihje penaurnzians. i i i )  By morivadrrg snechods rhraugli rhe 
corlerxr to which rhey are ro apply, r.g. Hliolmes ( ( 1  983) or Kapadia (1983). 
Many tnecl~ods comply with common sense wfteri rhey arc: hound to a 
specific subject matccr rather rhan taught as abstract procei[utc?s. 

Redsnio~ to &M an~lys is .  The Lace 1380s are signifted l>y a alnovetmonr 
back to basics, back co data atralysis. The airn of  this srrand was to 
efiminatc probability theory co~npleteiy, at  least in the eartier stages of 
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teaching. I t  developed a new type of generalizing resitlm from dara ivitich 
i~ nut based on the random sample argument. The develo~rnene goes back 
to Tukey7s Exploratory Datn Analysis (1377) whicl.1 investigates data 
wirlzotlr a tfleory of probability. Herein, data are andyzcd i n  a detective 
manner, From variotw angles, Lty multipie methods and in 31% illreracrive 
way Between thc results of intern~ediare analyses and the ;tnalyst's 
knowledge of the subject matter from which the data originate. Bibby 
(1383) and the 'Sracisrics in Sodety' coiirse from die Open U~tiversity 
were Grsc to introduce rhis approach inro Teaching Statisrics. The 
Quantitative Literacy Project combined the exploratory approach with 
simirlation ideas From 1386 onwards (Scheaffer, 1 9 9 1 ) .  lieceilt 
developments, however, reduce this approach Inare and more ro exploring 
data for its own sake: Cordon and Gordon (1392) summarize che stare of 
the art. 

St-uchastic e-hitxking. There is nodring to say against rhe exploratory 
approach; howesw, there is much to argue against reducing yrobaltility and 
statistics to it and t~cglecting the probability part of the whole. The 
psyclrologists Fafk and KonoId arc the only critical voice in Gordon and 
Gordon (1992) who remind rts that probability establishes a distinct 
approach rewards thinking about reality. This approach i s  differcirr horn 
logical and ausal thinking; it is  dificrtlt and at the same time irnporranr. 
Therefore tenching shouiti clarify how it could contribute to solve real 
problems. 'The author will focus upon showing why this view on reality is 
important and how one can reach it stt~cessfuil~. 

2. Specific probletns of stochascics and its teaching 

Nu Irurnilrg liy trial nnd error. Trial and error is a f~rrldarnentaf type of 
fearning which accompanies LZS from onr eariiest days. This kind of 
learning is also true for mathernaricaf concepts, even for rl-te more difficult 
ones. Sorue theories of learning have integrated rl-ris fact. Piaget's 
operatiorial srage of learning precedes the formal stage of rkndcrstanding; 
more refined tl~eories d e i ~ h p  a mutual interplay between operations and 
reflections, see e.g. D6rflet (1984). According to this approach operations 
upon a material representation of the concept allow for feedback to che 
individual t o  revise his incuitiozts if necessary. Thus more rekklcd forms of 
the concept may be established in chc individual's mind. For example, the 
13orion of ntlrnber can be established from such col~cxerc operatiofis. f r  is 
nor until very sophihticaced Ievels that counterintuirive feartrres urnerge 
which are not based on concrete operations. Alnong such relations are: i) 
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subsets can have the same cardittality as the refcrettce set; ii) the rariotlal 
nirnlbers are counrabty infinite even if they ]lave no rninimal distance 
between rwo numbers and tfius are nor suitable for counting, 

It is rhe author's thesis that chis kind of learning is riot posibic for 
probability concepts even from the very basics, 'Sht~s, this pher~oltierion 
establishes the difficulties which subjects encounter with learning 
probability. An example similar to one from Falk and Konold (1992) 
will iltttszrate the fundamental problem that probability concepts reveal 
features which allow no direct feedback. In the diagram below are w o  
spinners. The player has to choose one of rhe spinners arid wins if the 
pointer will stop in the sector marked with a 1. m i c h  wheet of foctune is 
the better choice? This sirnpfe quescion ti~lked to the very basis of 
probability has nu sitnple answer in terms of learning by trial and error. 
'The cboice of the worse spinner 2 may. iead to success whereas the choice 
of rhe better spinner 1 may lead to failure. The iatrer eveat, however, 
imntediately causes t i e  pfayer to specotate about the 'reasons' behind rhe 
failure and tnay obstruct progress in concept acquisiriol~. Children are led 
astray by the special margin of spinner 2 (ar the age of 7, this author's own 
experiment). The popularity of astrological predictions shows that such 
bebaviour is not bourrd to children, 

CfearIy, loilger series of spillr~ing would ailow for the feedback nccdrd 
for concept acquisition. However, such series are usually Itor the focus of 
our experience, Furthermore, problems turn up again when one tries to 
generatize insight From repeated experiments to a single new outcome, l t  
remains I* open quescion how to supply effective experiences fronr which 
individuals can Iearn From trial and error that probability is a concept 
useful to apply to a singIe case because, basicalEy, probability is a 
theoretiaf and riot an experimental concept (see also Steinbring, 1931). 

The gap &ween ucliorts and rejkcrions. There are various approaches to 
matl~emstics edctcarion which are baed on an interplay between actions 
and reflections starting with Piaget; a n~aciern version bcing Diirfler 
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(1984). These may be interpre~ed as reconstructing the learning process as 
intelligent trial and error, Actions upon a mzterial represertration of the 
concept in question form rhe ingredient af a process of reflection during 
whiclz new objects will emerge from the concrete operations. Hierarcfiical 
steps of act-ion - reflection - new object lead ro the cotlceyt acquisition in 
an increasingly complex form. 

The foliowing simple example shows that probability notions are 
lacicing in such an operatiorla1 understanding, With coin tossing, the 
operation is predicting the outcome of the next toss wilereas reflection 
means to evaiuate che weight of heads (or tails). The result of the 
reflection process may yield the reiacive weights of I: 1, or the probability 
of 112 for heads. However, this result is of no use, at leasr no ctircct use for 
the prediction proLIem as the operation necessitates an exacc and certain 
prognosis of [fie next outcome, Far empirical evicfence of this intuitive 
conflict see Fdk .and KonofJ (1332). Actions and refleccior~s are based on 
different fevels arzd thc feedback txxweet~ chesc different levels is rnissirtg 
Ibr probability. 

The basic difficulties in the coin tossing contexr may be best 
described by a rrtucual interplay betwecn indivictrral intuitions and 
theoretical dernat~ds. The individunl wirnesses an inruirive conflict right: 

V 

from the bcgirliting as a n  the one hmd he feeh incapable of predicting rhe 
next outcome with absolute certainty and on rhe other hand he deeply 
tiesires control of that chaotic situation. At this point n~arhematics enters 
the stage and promises to czcalcutate randomness. Any result of this theory 
will  in due course be re-interpreted as a grtide far action. Conseyuenrly, 
n~athcmatical statelilenrs arc ejrher overinterpreted (like the law of large 
nui~bers tised to derive the prediction o f  tails after five consecutive heads) 
or abandoned, rcesrahlishing e.g. causal schemes f o ~  tile prediction; see 
FaIk and Konolii (1 932) for their dominance. 

&thematics afers n jslstijicdtion but yicldc no &sight, Conceptual 
thinking can neither be reduced to xnathelnarics nor to its applications. To 
jrircifj. concepts necessitates modes of thought different from those 
required to unhrstand the cancepr. This might not be a probtcm as long 
as one remains within pure mathematics but things are different when one 

.appfies or teaches mathematics. Then it has to be brought into the- open 
rhat a logically consistent argument to justify a concept cannot mirror dl 
of its features. The concept of independence, for example, i s  
mathematically red trccd ro the multiplicatioil formula and becomes the 
basic ingredient of theorems about repeated random experiments like the 
law of large numbers or the central limit thcored, Independence thus gains 
an imporrant role within theory, but its mathematical definition by no 
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means affect% th causal ideas individuals relarc to it. In this contexr, 
Freudenchal (1383) used the phrase of mathematics as turning tile t h i ~ g s  
i~pside down. 

Furthermore, the axiomatic structure of probability is not unique, The 
classicaii approach is based on the tendency of an experimer~c to prndtzce 
stabte relative frequencies whereas rhe Bayesian approach centres the theory 
around the idea of probabilistic judgements in the forrrt of  a weight of 
evidence, Thtls, different axiomaric theories ji~stifjr different intuitive 
ideas and rto not cover ehr ideas of the other position quite welt. 
Conditioilal probability for example, has a poor representation wichin 
cfassicaf probability. Now many of the historical puzzles nnt2 paradoxes 
are signified by an intermixture of inruitive ideas of both approaches. 
White i r  may be an interesting scientific programme co develop a 
selfcontained closed tlleory fox one idea of probability, this programme 
does not yield insight inro the true character of probability which remains 
a mixture of different ideas. Wiril chis in mind, Barnett (1973) tries to 
reconcile rhe competing positions of classical and Bayesian statistics. 

3, Intuitive strategies for teaching statistics 

Ir was argued that an aperational trnderstanding is lacking it1 

probability as ihe~e  is no direct feedback fro111 the level aE actions to chat 
of reflections and vice versa. A far more promising approach to teaching 
staristics is by rhe interplay between irktuitions ;utd theory by Fischheirl 
11987)). According to that, raw primary inruitions are revised by partial 
theoretical Enpua inro secondary intuitions whereby intuirior~s generafly 
fotnr the key ro understanding and acceptance of the theory. The approach 
serves ta describe the specific difk>culties as well as serving to design 
teaching activities. For a description of the inrerplay iia the coin rossing 
context see Borovcnik (133I), 

intuitive refirmathtion of corrcepts. Inner rnathetnstical feattires of a 
concept are oiliy one side of cancept learning, Relating these features to 
intuitive ideas of individual wilt help them ro si~iderstand and n c c q r  
theoretical results which is crucial for teacl.iitlg to be effective. Some key 
concepts now doubfc the difficuiries as there are inadcquatc related 
incuicions arid cheir marhelr~aticat reyrrsentaciorl is s r r~a~ t l i ned  to a 
specific form according to a theory which is Ear frotn bcirlg intuitive. 
These difficulties will be ilfustrated by the Falk prohlcirl for the concept 
of independence and dependence. For intuirive difficulties wit11 rkesc 
coi~cepts and the use o f  this problein in empirical research see i2oravcnik 
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2nd Bentz (1991). Tltere are a for of related puzzles in whiclt tradring the 
usual n~athematical represcr~ration wig not effectively overconre the 
misconceptions, as the public discussion around Marilyn vos Savant and 
the lX'laycr's Dilemma shows (Morgan eta/- ,  1391 ). 

The FUk probIenr deals with a sinlpfe urr~ wirll ntoo wfJee and two 
black halts. The urn is tharaughly shaken, two bails are blindly drawn out 
of it, one after the orher without replacement. Consider two questions: 

a) What is the probabilizy that the secor~d ball is white, given that tlse 
first ball is wlJte? 

irf Whar is the probability Ibr rhe first ball beirlg white, given rhar rile 
second is white and the colour of the first is not known? 

In whac follows, the evcnc Wrefers to white balfs, R to bfack balls; the 
index describes the nunlber of the: draw. The usual soiution, even if 
supported by tree diagrlms wilt rlot chmge wrong causal intuiriot~s 
because i t  is too formal (Boravcnik and Hcntz, 1931): 

Inruitively there is a big difFercnce betweer1 rhe rirnely forward 
direction and rile backward direction. A ncw urn 'causes' tile new 
probabifity 1/3 in the forward questiun a) whereas tile backward yurstioil 
bf is lacking it1 such an obvious urn. How to refurmufate the representation 
to make chc answer and the concept intuitively inore accessibie! 
Conditional probabilities are simpfear to introduce via odds, i.e. relative 
probabifiries or weighs. The probability 111.3 e.g. antotints to odds of 
I / 3 : 2 / 3  s 12.  A ronditiovd bet on the first ball being white after the 
second is known to be white invotves comparing the relative weights for 
Us; in the fsce of the informarion WL, i.e. 

As odds of a:b yidd rhe probability 5, "he conditional probability 
in questian b) is 
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Now the symmetry bcrween forward and backward question a) and b) 
is obvious. However, the full parentiat of rhis representarion of conctitionat 
probability will nor unfold until the Bayes' formula comes ro the fore. In 
its sirnplesr form Bayes' formufa deals with two prior hyporheses HI and 
Ei2 with prior probabilities lqHi), att experimc~lral evidence Ewirh known 
probabilities IJfE l 6) under the rwo f~ypotlzeses. Bayes' formula then gives 
the posterior probabilities 

\With odds rlris reads as 

posrerior odds = prior odds x likelihood ratio. 

Now one imnlediarely sees that the pnsre~ior adds, h e  new weighting 
of the hypotheses are linearly clependent on the prior weighting and the 
relative likelihoods of the hypotheses under rbe empirical evicience. ' Ihe 
adds representation of Bayes' fozmula, shows rhe direct impact: of the 
various inputs to the Gnaf probabiiiry which dissolves many a related 
puzzle. Furthertriore, it shows that conditional probabiiities are neither 
bot~~xd xo time direction, nor ro causal influence; rl~ey merely reflect an 
indication in sumn3arizing the new state of knowledge in dte form of a 
new probability, The  reason for the usual approach to conditioilaf 
probabiiiries being so clumsy is rixac the approach i s  done completely 
wilhilz classicai probability whereas the concept is very narrrral within the 
Bayesian probabiliry .theory; odds re-establish rhis natural cliaacwr of the 
concept. Por further decails and teaching consequences see Rorovcnik 
(1 332). 

Teaching as clinical interview, A cIinical interview is designed to reveal 
an individual's thoughts and thereby hisfher comprchcnsion of a 
marhe~narical concept. This author believes thar such an approach is 
doomed to hilure in its pure forn~ as any question, any diagram, or any 
social ineeraction will establish a theoretical input for the individual 2nd 
thus he will react ro that. The individual wilt neither reveal everything of 
his undersranding nor wit1 he remain ~tnaffected by an input. This 
dynamics, however, is nor ar all crucial in teaching where an intervention is 
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intentional. The dificulty in teaching is, as was stated already, ro connect 
the theorericai input to the pre-existing intuitive world of the individual. 
It was also argued, that a direct Feedback between the operational and 
reflective level of a concept is missing, which obstrircrs learning by rrial 
and error. Any teaching in probabifity is therefore faced wirh the problem 
of estabIishir~g links between theoretical demands and individual thought, 

ff such links are not supplied, die teacher might ask on the reflective 
level whereas the student answers at the operational Ievvef, For example the 
student might corrcccly evaluate the probability of I12 for heads but as 
this gives no clue for accion, fieishe might deliberately choose heads (or 
tails). If the teacher asks for a justification for that choicc, the student 
miglx he contpfecely confused because in hisiher mind there is no such 
justification. The corlfusion finally might lead ro a complete breakdown 
of the communicatioii in class. Interviews nliglit overcome this action 
reffcction conflict. 

Anorher link betweet1 rheory and inruiriuns are urns and other games. 
Thcy ate a useful reference point which hcilitates corntn~inication in class. 
Students may easily read off numerical probabilities, calibrate their 
individual scale of probability, and get insigl~r into theoretical relations. 
Urns may therefore be perceived as partial images of a rmtricret3 rheclry 
which help to clariijr inruicions. It is iisefd re map a red siriiarlol;*or~to a 
suitable urn to deal with the questions. However, ernpiricat investigations 
do show char inruicions about urns are by no means uncontroversial even in 
the simplest cases (Borovcnik and Bentz, 1991). If used as a medium 
berween theory and intuitions, rhese inadequate associations have to bc 
eliminated first. During this phase of teaching, Feedback to srudents' 
thoughts is cruciai and worthwhile. Teaching in the form of an empirical 
interview might best help with the muirifaceted idiosyncraric ideas, 

The following variant of the Falk problem should iflustrate the 
pocentiat of the interview approach to teaching. More &an 50% of adult 
studenrs confronted with the backward question b) give the answer 112 and 
justify it with causal arguments. To confront the inadequate causal scheme 
in this context and ro esrablish rile idea s f  new weighring of possibilities 
when Eurrher information is  availabfe, the author confronzed studerlrs first 
with a third draw and the event second and third bail being white. As 
drawing is without replacement, ir is theti logically impossible for the 
first balk to be white. A first shock for the time dependent causal thinkers - 
there might be logical reasons co integrate later information into the 
weighting of earlierevents. The harder causal thinkers needed mare; ftie urn 
was changed to 4 white and 4 bfack balls, Again, firsc ball is unknown, 
second ball white - the answer was 1/2, the argument: causal; second and 
third ball white - 112 again. The urn was changed to 50 white and 50 black 
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bafls and subsequently the following events were presented to the students: 
second bail white, second and rhird white, ... second to 49rh white, second 
to 50th ball white. In the last case it is still Iogicalfy possible for the first 
ball to be whire but even the hardest causal thit~kers had then become 
sfiaky. They recognized that the later information must have an impact on 
evaluaring the first ball even if it is not logically cogent. The next step 
was to ask auhept this information began to exist - after 45 subsequent white 
balls, or after 6, or even when only one whire ball in the second draw? 
Now students saw elrat the conditional probability f i  Wl I Wz) has nothing 
to do wirh causal deliberations, but mereiy reflects the new state of 
information and thar rhere was new information to express in xhis problem. 
"Chis insight was facilitated by the interview teaching as neither students 
nor reacher would othewise have known of each other's ideas. 

Tenthing by unrtlogies. A conceprualfy difficult situation from proba- 
bility is mapped onto a situation From another context in which the learner 
is experienced and can deal with problems and restrictions of the results, 
'This can be extended to a teaching strategy; rhe potential will be 
ilfusrtated in che context of betting and error theory. 

Hisroricaiiy, the deve~clprnent of central conceprs in probabiliry come 
from studies of games of forrune. It is stil1 possibfe ro sharpen individual 
ideas of probability using this concexr. Berting is a side strand of today's 
curriculum and the Fair prize of a game is a derived concept, rlatnely the 
expected value. A basic difficulty wirh expected value is that it only 
makes ser~se for a long series of games, With such a series, the empirical 
mean will approximate the expectation. However, it is far from 
unconrraversial that one ran deduce what is the Fair prize for a single bet 
from that expectation. With odds, it is much easier. Odds are simply 
another representation of probabilities. If the odds are t :2 for rhe winning 
condition rben the stakes should amount co 2: 1 which means that one has 
the possibility to win $2 for a stake of $1, the stake being lost if the 
winning condition fails to occur, For hrther derails and inore intuitive 
justifications see Borovcnik (1 392). 

Ir is ifnporranr to state that with odds it is very nacural to fix the 
stakes for a sisgle game withour: solving the problem of predicting the 
outcome of this game. This might overcome the misconceptiort of many 
individuals who accept probability only in cases where it predicts the 
exacr outcome with certainty, Odds a h  serve for a new introduction into 
cortditional probabiiiry and the B~yes' formula as was already shown here. 
The idea of the prize of the game makes various relations quire simple: if 
one plays mo games then rhe prizes should add which yields the 
additivity of the expected value. For the binomial model situation of 
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playing n times the same game wirh success probability of p, rhe siftgie 
prize of p adds up rt times wl~ich gives rtp for the expected value of the 
binorniaf distribution. The advantage of such analogies is chat math- 
ematical results may be perceived by the learner in advance and marh- 
emarics can foctis on the issue of how the irltuitive situarion has ro be made 
precise and whicf~ assumptions stifl have to be considered. 

Errar theory within geodesy was the second big stream of development 
for probabiiity theory; the normal distribution and clie method of 
regression are intinlately relared to it. The Derrtoutli Iaiv of large numbers 
deals with the contracciolt of the disrribution of the (theoreticat) relarive 
frequencies rowards the unknown probability of the binomial experimeiit. 
This is proven by Ccbychev's inequafiry with the help of the variance of 
the binorniaf distribution. This variance is tricky to calculate and the 
result is us~~ally aoc weil crlotivarcd, a very bad basis for the interpretnrios 
and accepcsnce of sue11 an important theorent by the learners, There 
remains in the learner's mind a vague idea thac tlse relative f'recluencics 
converge to the underlying probabifity and this forms the basis of 
misconceptions. An analogue law of large ntitnbers holds for the mean of 
repeated trials. 

In the conrext of error theory, this result can be intuiriveIy anticipated. 
?'he analogy starts wirh rhe repeated measurement of a physical quantiry n. 
, . 
loo large and roo stnalf nu~nbers will eiiirlinate each other if one 
calculates the mean of the single measurements which leads to tile mean 
being a much terter representation than the single measuremenc. Tn rcfer 
this to rhe measurement of an unknown probabiiiry p, the singtc mras- 
uremenrs are 1 if the event occurs and 0 if tlte event fails to occur. Despite 
unusud values Ixowever, the mean coitlcides wiyitit the usud fraction of triais 
with the evenr I ,  which is the relative frequerq. Borovcnik (1992) gives 
details of how to develop a class experiment to get measuretncnts and to 
study the precision of the repeated mcasuremenr. The longer rfic series the 
less scarrered are the means (the relative Frequencies); rhc procedure for 
measuring p tends ta get more precise if it is based on more dara. 

This analogy avoids some of the basic misconceptions about the 
convergence of relative frequeitcies as it does not investigate a single 
development of the frequencies wirh increasing series; it focuses on the 
distribution of the means (the frequencies) with a fixed ni~rnber of 
measurements and only then compares this distributjan for diFferenr 
numbers of daca. The growing precision is to he expected within error 
cheory. Probability sgain gets a meaningful inrerprecarion, wirhout the 
precise prediction of a singfe outcame as one investigates the variariou of 
measuremenr vafues (means) for differenr sizes of data. The process of 
making rhiftgs more precise will lead to the bitiomiai distribution, che 
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cet~tral l i r ~ i c  theorem, and confidence intervals. Again, it is iinporranr 
that the analogy has erzough potential to prepare a way for learners to 
anficipace mathematical results. For mote detaih abour this and other 
analogies see Dorovcnilr (1932). 

4. Summary 

Probahitity i s  Inore a heuristic tllan a rnodefling description of ~eality, 
There is nu direct feedback from reality which is often so helpful for clle 
acquisition of concepts in orktr branches of macften~atics. 'This is why 
inruicive ideas gain suck an iinporcant role far the tcaching and lrarnirtg of 
pr~fsakilicy~ lincuiciorrs can prove an obstacle ro the scceptmce and rfie 
comprehetrsion ofthe concepts. 'l"here is an urgenr rieecl for a representation 
of mathematics which relates it to the ideas of ttte learners so rkat tlzey can 
revise their intuirions wherever chis i s  necessary. This payer ift~~scrated 
three strategies ro help an intiiirive understanding of probability. 
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